Who actually am I?

Hi there! I’m Gus (he/him), a first year Spanish and Linguistics student. That apparently means I’m supposed to be good at using words, but I’ve rewritten this manifesto a few too many times for that to be completely true.

I play the trumpet which I really enjoy, and I’m also into basketball – you might find me lamenting the state of my favourite NBA team, or attempting to bounce around anything vaguely spherical.

I’m running for SU Rep because I think it’s really important to maintain a strong connection between Anne’s, the rest of the student body, and the SU itself, especially now that everything is getting back to normal.

Why me? (this reads like a 2000s punk song title...)

Having been Head Boy at school I feel confident in my ability to accurately relay messages and liaise between large groups – in this case, the JCR and the SU.

Additionally, I’ve had to set up and enforce a number of rotas in the past so I’ll be able to ensure Anne’s participation in the SU and its meetings.

My Wikipedia binges have prepared me for sifting through information and identifying the relevant points, which I can then communicate to the rest of the JCR.

I’m friendly and approachable, so am always up for discussing points raised at the SU (which have the potential to impact a lot of people) in an open and comfortable manner.

My Aims:

- To ensure continued efficient communication between the JCR and SU
- To keep everyone in the Anne’s community aware of relevant issues raised at the SU
- To make sure Anne’s has a say in SU motions and voting, and to make sure this accurately reflects the sentiments of the community

Thanks for reading! :))